IPEG-ESPES CONGRESS DESK

When you arrive at Capodichino Airport, you will find an information desk for “IPEG/ESPES Congress”. Our staff will inform you about the various possibilities to reach the Hilton Hotel:

1. Affiliated bus transfer
2. Rent a car with AVIS IPEG ESPES Congress discount
3. Private car/mini-bus transfer with driver
4. Taxi and Public Transport (ground transportation Circumvesiviana Train- by Sea Boats/Alisafo)

1. AFFILIATED BUS TRASFER

To facilitate the arrival in Sorrento we have organized with the Hilton Hotel – Russo Agency predeterminate scheduled private bus from/to Airport Capodichino.

To find out the departure times and the cost of the ticket please contact Agenzia Russo at:

Email: annarita@russoagency.it and sales@russoagency.it

2. RENT A CAR

We are pleased to inform you that on occasion of the IPEG/ESPES Congress on July 5th 2023 you have been given a special rate with AVIS to rent a car at Naples Airport.

Visit the website:

https://www.avis.com/en/home

And insert this discount code in AWD: C70030 while you are choosing car model.

You will have this special rate that includes:

- Free miles
- Collision damage waiver with responsibility
- Theft protection with responsibility
- Second driver
- Young driver

At the desk you can buy the full cover protection that reduces totally your responsibility for damages and theft for your peace of mind.

Once you made the reservation, we suggest you to make the online check in on this link https://checkin.avisbudgetgroup.com/

We inform you that at the moment of your pick up you should have this documents: driving license, id card and credit card with your name.
3. PRIVATE CAR/MINI-BUS TRANSFER WITH DRIVER

Hilton’s Sorrento Palace—Russo Agency can assist you in arranging private transfers with driver to/from Naples Airport or Naples Train Station.

Options available:

- Private car 3 seats: 145 euro
- Private Minivan 7 seats: 205 euro
- Private Minibus 14 seats: 410 euro

For detailed information on service, please contact Agenzia Russo at:

Email: annarita@russoagency.it and sales@russoagency.it

4. TAXI AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT

At the Airport Taxi Station, you can take a taxi with predetermined rates (which must be required before race start):

- From Capodichino Airport to Sorrento 110€
- From Capodichino Airport to Naples Port 21€
- From Capodichino Airport to Naples Train Station 18€

More information at: https://www.taxinapoli.it/tariffe/

If you arrive at the Naples Train Station you can choose to reach Sorrento by train. The train-line is called Circumvesuviana to Sorrento, who usually leave the station every hour.

For more information about circumvesuviana line visit: https://www.eavsrl.it/web/

If you arrive at the Naples Port, you could take a boat to the Port of Sorrento.

For more information about boat-transfer visit: